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It will certainly be no surprise to many of you that the focus of this year's International Engineering Fair in                    

Brno, Czech Republic is innovation and start-ups. However, the topic of circular economy, which is still               

relatively new in many spheres, has also been included as one of the themes of the fair in 2019. The circular                     

economy has became one of the priorities of the European Union for economic development in recent years                 

and is at the same time a logical response to the enormous pressure of current industrial activities on natural                   

resources and low level of reuse of secondary resources contributing to production of non-recoverable              

waste. This concept, together with innovation, creates incredible opportunities for a wide range of              

businesses. It is therefore not by chance that that the circular economy brings a new momentum to                 

otherwise traditional industrial trade fairs. 

 
INCIEN is proud to be a partner of this fair in 2019. We will facilitate and coordinate activities such as                    

conferences, roundtable discussions or networking and matchmaking opportunities to interlink potential           

business partners. Beyond this we are also committed to a higher aim – to place the International Engineering                  

Fair once again at the forefront of such events on a global basis. That is why participants from international                   

partner organizations are being invited, collaboration with many Chambers of Commerce has been initiated,              

and exhibitors can look forward to opportunities that extend far beyond the boundaries of the Czech Republic. 

A key aspect of the program will be the introduction of a new concept of international cooperation                 

for Czech companies and organizations regarding the circular economy. A number of important             

foreign guests has already today accepted our invitation to participate  
 

Are you interested in becoming a part of this event, which will be a milestone for the theme of circular                    

economy in the Czech Republic? Sign up, and in your application insert the code INCIEN. In this way you will be                     

included among the group of companies that will create this newly formed and attractive program; you will                 

also have the opportunity to connect directly with participants interested in circular economy and reinforce the                

visibility of your company as part of the promotion of the event. In addition, you can participate in the                   

accompanying program and gain access to interesting opportunities for additional promotion. Instructions for             

registering for The Circular World of the International Engineering Fair can be found here:              

www.incien.org/msv-2. 
 

Do you have any queries about the event, or would you like some of your accompanying activities, related to                   

the topic of circular economy, to be included in the program? Please get in touch with us via Sona Jonasova                    

email: sona@incien.org. 

 

More information about this event you can find here: https://www.bvv.cz/msv/msv-2019/ 
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